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When the powers that be said the first lockdown would last for twelve weeks that seemed
an eternity. As I write this we are, unbelievably, now fifteen months on from there and the
media named - they always have to have one - ‘freedom day’ has come and gone. To us
here in country villages life, to a certain extent, is no different as we have just carried on
life and gardening much as before. Some of our activities, such as in person meetings,
have up until now disappeared but there seems to be a chink of light in the tunnel. As you
will see when reading the Autumn lecture programme some form of normality may be
slowly appearing. Let’s hope so.

Chai rm an ’s report Ian Black
Towards the close of 2020, I wrote a piece for the Newsletter in which I reviewed some of
the key words and phrases which had arisen during the previous few months. At the end of
the same note, I introduced a few more words and concepts of the pandemic. Before
starting this contribution, I asked myself whether they were still pertinent and started to
tick them off if they were: Track/Trace✓ Vaccinations✓ Tiers✓ Normality✓ Quarantine✓
Lockdown✓. So, the answer’s Yes and they’re all still impacting on the AGS Norfolk Group.
We can but guess how the most recent edicts from government will pan out. Is it really
‘Freedom Day’ (Monday 19th July)? Is it just a temporary respite before the next wave?
Can we start to rethink how we live our lives, enjoy our social life or return to the
normality which once drove our membership of groups and societies? Face-to-face or ‘live’
meetings have been impossible. Zoom has taken over our lives with both Members’Meetings
and Committee Meetings taking place across a checkerboard of faces. Happily, most of
these have been enormously successful with only minimal on-line interference, barking
dogs and viewers occasionally multi-tasking as they take part in a Zoom meeting whilst at
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the same time listening to the Archers on the radio.
Not every planned meeting for the year so far has been possible on Zoom but our thanks
go, in particular, to Diane and Phil Blyth for seeking out replacement speakers. One of the
real positives of the on-line format has been the ability to share meetings with other AGS
Groups; we enjoyed speakers from across the UK who were able to present from the
comfort of their own homes. Having become affiliate members of the Norfolk and Norwich
Horticultural Society, we have accessed their meetings and visits and I feel sure that some
of our group will be taking advantage of their very comprehensive list of activities.
What we have missed, of course, has been the social interaction normally afforded through
monthly meetings at Hethersett VH. Shows, including our own East Anglian Show, were
shelved for the year You will recall that there had been issues about finding a suitable
venue for our show in May. In the interim, things have been moving on that front and the
school at Wymondham is back in the frame to host the East Anglian Show in 2021 and our
thanks go to Peter Lyle for continuing to chase them for the confirmation that this will be
possible. Many clubs and societies have, in the past few weeks, started to run outside
events – as we go to press, our group has organised a garden visit near Guist.
In the course of an on-line ‘social’ meeting recently, we attempted to gauge the feelings of
our members as to whether we would be happy to return to regular meetings at Hethersett
VH. It would be true to say that the outcome of that meeting was inconclusive. We do have
speakers lined up who will not commit to Zoom meetings, so we will have either to opt for
‘live’ meetings or look for alternative speakers. Against the obvious concerns about closeproximity meetings, we should weigh up the fact that so many members are missing out
completely on joining the group due to the unavailability of on-line facilities. We will use
every opportunity to listen to and understand the wishes of our membership. You will be
aware that we had a plan for a one-off special meeting, a memorial meeting in Norman
Read’s name, at which Razvan Chisu was due to speak; this is now postponed but plans
continue for us to be able to run this meeting in the coming year.
It now falls to me to address the very recent sad loss of our friend and fellow AGS Norfolk
Group member and Vice Chairman, John Foster. Just a week or so previous, John had
joined us for our Group Social (on Zoom), having just rushed in from the nursery which he
ran with Brenda. As a more recent member of the Norfolk Group, I saw John as someone
dedicated to getting the job done – organising events, promoting the AGS whenever the
opportunity arose and, of course, as Show Secretary for the East Anglia Show. I would call
on John to update us on developments and with a quiet, understated manner, he would set
my mind at rest that everything was in hand, on time and in budget. John’s time with AGS,
his knowledge of the horticultural nurseries across the UK and his involvement with local
groups and societies ensured a solid basis for the AGS Norfolk Group to operate and progress.
We all, I believe, saw John as someone who just quietly dealt with the work of the Group
and the AGS as a whole but there were times when I saw a different side to John – a more
strident, forceful proponent of the rights and recognition of the contributions of our ‘local’
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members. On behalf, therefore, of the members of the AGS Norfolk Group, I offer our
condolences to Brenda and the family for their sudden and sad loss.
With that sad conclusion to this contribution from the Chair, I wish you and your families
good health and an enjoyable second half to 2021. Looking forward to meeting you all again
in the very near future.

A ut um n 2 0 2 1 Lect ur e P r o g ram m e
These are, at present, all booked for Hethersett Village Hall.
7pm for 7.30pm. Should things change we will arrange Zooms.
Sep 15

Roderick &
Caroline Woods

New Zealand, pre Covid, Alpines Plus

Oct 20

Robert Rolff

TBA

Nov 17

Tim Lever

Jewels in the Rain

Dec 15

AGM

A members talk and Social

Colour i n a Lat e Spri n g Diane Blyth
This spring being very cold made everything grow much slower and flowers last much longer.
We grow a lot of dwarf iris which inother years have flowered
when the weather is warm so the flowers didn’t last very long.
This year it was cold when they came into flower and they were in
bloom for several weeks.
Phil was very pleased that the Regelio-cyclus
‘Dardunus’ flowered for the first time this
year and also Iris reichenbachii a very deep
yellow with an orange beard. Phil grew the
later from SRGC seed planted on 23rd January 2016.
‘Knick Knack’, a very pretty white flower
with a blue picotee edge that we have had
Iris reichenbachii
in the garden for a long time. It has
multiplied well, as has Bright eyes and
Byword a very bright combination of deep yellow and tan with a
yellow beard. Tell fibs is a very unusual colour mix of pink and a very
light mauve beige.

Iris ‘Knick Knack’

Iris Bright Eyes’
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‘Mrs Nate Rudolph’ white flushed very pale blue with yellow
falls and white beard and is a little later flowering. A slightly
taller iris but very attractive is Real Coquetta, which is blue
with yellow falls and a blue beard.
Iris ‘Mrs Nate Rudolph’

Pictures: Diane Blyth and David King.

S o m e Li t t l e B l u e B u l bs Richard Hobbs
Quite a few years ago the Royal Horticultural Society held a trial entitled “Hyacinthaceae
under 20cms excluding Ornithogalum” and at the first meeting of the trials committee the
late great Kath Dryden took the cigarette out of her mouth and said, “For goodness sake
can’t we just call it “Little Blue Bulbs”. A lot has changed since then, including the fact
that the family Hyacinthaceae has ceased to be and is now included in the much larger
Asparagaceae. Also, the RHS no longer holds all its trials in that awful field. During the
trial even the thug of all thugs Muscari armeniacum got killed by the frost. My other
memory of Kath from the trial was her grumbling about a recent book and saying “You
should only write about a plant if you have grown it yourself for at least five years and
preferably from seed”. I shall stick to that advice here.
One plant that impressed me in the trial was Scilla cilicica from Cyprus submitted by Joy
Bishop. In Cyprus it grows in dense shade and this makes it a useful garden plant. It
flowers in February, producing 20cms spikes of large beautiful blue flowers. It seeds around
a bit but never too much. It is a real joy in the garden. More recently Rannveig Wallace has
introduced another form of S. cilicica that is about one third the size and looks fabulous in
a pot. In a cold glasshouse it is very easy and sets lots of seed. However it struggles in the
open garden here.
The genus Chionodoxa has now been subsumed into Scilla. This was first proposed over 40
years ago and now has almost universal acceptance. The other problem with this group of
plants is the Dutch trade and what they call things. For example, S. lucilae from Holland is
almost certainly a hybrid. It’s not a bad plant but not a patch on the real thing. In the late
19th century James Allen, of snowdrop fame, discovered what used to be known as
Chionoscilla allenii and is now Scilla x allenii, as a single seedling in a Shepton Mallet
garden, the town in which he lived with his wife and eight children. It is a hybrid between
S. siehei and S. bifolia and has occurred many times since. This means that many forms
have done the rounds. The two we grow are ‘Fra Angelico’ and ex Sibbertoft which is
sometimes called ‘Beatrix’ which the RHS regard as a “tentatively accepted name”. The
latter came to us from Rod Leeds and originated in the gardens of Sibbertoft Manor in
Market Harborough which was the home of Lady Beatrix Stanley. (When I first got involved
in ‘serious’ bulbs I thought that all this “It came from Sir doodah or Lady whatnot” was a
lot of snobbish nonsense. It is not. Provenance is incredibly important.) Back to the plant.
Both forms are excellent in the open garden. They vary a little in size of flower, number of
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flowers and the colour. If I was pushed to choose just one I would probably go for
‘Fra Angelico’ AGM which is a deep violet blue, slightly larger but has fewer flowers on
each stalk.
S. bifolia is a British native but for me the outstanding form is S. bifolia taurica
‘Praecox’AGM, which is not only earlier but bigger and better than the type. The flowering
stems are not erect but are held at about sixty degrees and are strongly marked grey-purple
The flowers are violet blue as are the filaments. The jury is still out as to whether S.
taurica is a separate species or part of S. bifolia.
The genus Hyacinthoides contains a number of good garden plants, one of my favourites
being H. aristides. Outside it flowers towards the end of January and plunged in the cold
greenhouse is often out at Christmas. It is a dwarf upright plant with neat rather broad and
short basal leaves. The starry flowers are a lovely pale blue. It does not seem to set seed
with us though it does bulk up very satisfactorily. It doubles in size every year under cover
but is rather slower in the open garden. Our plants derive from a collection made in an
Algerian oak wood near Yakouren by I. Schneider.
Cape St. Vincent in Portugal is a wonderful place to go botanising and among lots of other
lovely plants grows, what used to be called Hyacinthoides vincetina but is now included in
H. mauritanica as ssp. vincentina. In the garden it flowers in early May. It needs full sun
and good drainage and produces lots of small pale blue flowers with striking navy-blue
anthers. It has neat short leaves of a deep glossy green. Our plants derive from an original
collection by Vic Horton in the early 1970s. The white form is even better. Unusually the
white form seems more vigorous than the type.
The English bluebell is wonderful in woodlands, the Spanish is a pain but the Italian is a
very decent garden plant. Hyacinthoides italica Alba is well behaved and well worth its
place in any garden. Although called Alba it is in fact a very attractive ivory white. The
flowers are in cone-shaped racemes held above the neat foliage. It does not seem to set
seed here but clumps up quite satisfactorily.
The genus Bellevalia is not the most popular as it contains quite a lot of dull plants and a
lot that are doubtfully hardy. Brian Matthews writing in the RHS’s trial report says ”On the
whole the judging panel was unimpressed by the genus Bellevalia as garden plants”. He
then goes on to mention a few exceptions. B. romana is hardy here and grows very well.
However, its flowers are white with brown and lilac tinges. It does not die gracefully and
seeds around rather too much. B.trifolita looks wonderful in the wild and occasionally in
our garden but most years it looks unhappy. I have never tried it under cover but probably
should. I think it would need a biggish pot as the bulbs are large, half way between a golf
ball and a tennis ball. The flower buds are deep purple/blue and when open the very long
tubed flowers are yellow above. A thoroughly good plant in our garden is B. dubia which
flowers over a long period of time producing lots of flowers from each bulb. The buds are a
fabulous turquoise blue and when opened a dull brownish lilac with creamy teeth. Grows
well but not too fast.
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Blue is such a lovely colour in the garden and goes well with everything. There are lots
more I haven’t mentioned. Some Little Blue Bulbs should be in every garden.

I r i s Rai n bo w

Brian Ellis
I am sure you will agree it has been a strange time for gardening,
not just the weather (as always), but the lack of opportunity to
meet with friends at meetings and enjoy other gardens. We had a
large, old and now diseased, Garrya elliptica taken down which
had provided shade for a woodlandy bed, the trunk was well over a
foot across and so one project was that the border it was sheltering
had to be re-planted as it is now so open. It is in the shape of a
quadrant and edged with terracotta rope edging which keeps the
gravel surrounding it away from the edge.

All round our village in 2020 - and no
doubt everywhere else rainbows were
appearing in windows as a thank you to the amazingly hardworking members of the NHS and I thought I might
commemorate this with something a bit more permanent. As
rainbows were the bridge for the goddess Iris to take the
messages from Earth to the Olympian gods, what better way
for a plantaholic to mark the efforts than with a few Irises?
Iris ‘Bonnie Babe’

A little research online resulted in the purchase of some dwarf
iris to plant in the gravel in front of the border in a rainbow
Iris ‘Jolly Joey’
arc. I used two major suppliers
Cayeux and Bourdillion Irises, both
in France with a good selection of dwarf and miniature irises to
choose from, plus a couple that I have moved from elsewhere in
the garden.
The main difficulty was cutting the number down, as there were
so many to choose from - apart from in the green section!! My
final choice included those which I thought gave a nod to the
next colour in the rainbow. In the end the following fifteen
were planted.
Iris ‘Mini Dragon’

‘Three Cherries’ - deep wine-red, ‘Icon’ - orange standards and
burgundy falls, ‘Tiny Titan’ - rosy orange with orange beard, 'Desert Orange’ - coral orange
with red beards, ‘Dash Away’ - white standard yellow falls, ‘Bugsy’ - yellow with deep
brown falls, ‘Jolly Joey’ - straw coloured standards, with light blue falls and orange yellow
beards,’Green Spot’ - Ivory white with a green mark on falls ‘Chubby Cherub’ - pale yellow
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Iris ‘Bugsy’

standards and grey-white falls with a purple beard,'
Bonnie Babe’ - Sky blue with a bright purple spot on the
falls, ‘Fires of Fiji’ - mid blue, ‘Extra’ - Light blue violet
standards; medium blue violet falls, ‘Mini Dragon’ - dark
purple with orange beard, ‘Keeno’ - Medium purple-red
standards, purple-black falls and amazing coral red beards
and ‘Devil Baby’ - red/black with purple beard.

This year was the first
year of flowering and we did have flowers on 'Bonnie
Babe', ‘Bugsy', 'Chubby Cherub', 'Devil Baby', ‘ Extra',
'Green Spot', 'Jolly Joey', 'Mini Dragon' and one complete
failure - 'Tiny Titan’ which disappointingly failed to live!
Hopefully next year there will be more flower spikes and
more will be flowering at the same time which should
provide a good show.

Iris ‘Icon’

Pictures: David King

A r m chai r g ar den i n g Ray Mitchell
Writing this at the start of our second Spring in lockdown and getting a couple of mail order
catalogues in the post, I wondered where other members buy their plants. I also looked
online, I know it’s not the same, we all want to see what we’re buying, but I needed to see
what goodies were available after being starved of them for so long.
Pottertons was the first of the catalogues, I think most of us regard them as one of our first
‘go to’ places, either at shows or directly in Lincolnshire. We haven’t put an order in yet as
it started snowing, but we’ve ticked off far too many choices so need to cut it down a bit.
We bought some very nice bulbs from them last Autumn and are awaiting for their
appearance shortly.
I wanted a particular cyrtanthus about 4 years ago and the only place I could find it was
Border Alpines in Devon. They are mail order only so asked for this and a few other plant’s,
we were so impressed with the quality and the post+packing we’ve had an order from them
at least once a year. Not only are the plants reasonably priced, if you buy 10 or more there
is a 10% discount and we have always been given an extra one or two plants as well.
Diane and Phill Blyth have bought from both of the above, and on the members photo
gallery is the daphne they bought from Pottertons, flowering for the third time in a year on
their crevice bed. They also have Daphne ‘Jacqueline Postil’ obtained from Kew, which was
still in full, highly scented bloom, at the time of speaking to them, in early February.
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A speaker on the WSRC zoom meeting spoke of a (local to her) nursery she uses, with the
lovely name of Rumbling Bridge nursery. I have seen these online and they have a lot of
plants other nurseries don’t have. I think I’ll have to put an order in, purely in the interests
of research you understand. P+P charges are half as much again as others but I think it must
be because of where they are in Scotland, it still saves money by not visiting but if we were
near them on holiday we would visit.
We would also go to Aberconwy if in Wales as they don’t do mail order, I think this is
another first choice of ‘go to’ nursery, and we always make a beeline for them at shows,
their plants are always brilliant and no questions seem to faze them no matter how daft
and I can ask some daft things sometimes. I asked Rachel about a gentian I was after, she
thought it wouldn’t be suitable in my soil and offered me a cheaper one that would
probably do better, she was very patient with me for a £3 sale.
The Ingrams from Copton Ash in Kent, don’t do mail order,
I believe, but we see them at shows and they were at our
last conference. Most of their plants are in very small
numbers but there are always lots of choices, I got a very
nice corokia at our last show. I get the impression they
propagate what they like to grow and if there are only one
or two that’s OK. There’s always something different and
we go back several times at our show.
Of course, at any show the members stall is very popular,
always a fight to get near. In 2019 we managed to buy the
‘dead horse arum’, Helicodiceros Muscivorus, not
flowering size but fingers crossed for this year. At the show
in Harlow the same year I found 4 different Iris unguicularis for £10, including ‘I.
‘Peloponnese snow’, which I thought were lost in last Summer's drought but after weeding
before the snow fell, all were growing well.
Ashwood nursery in West Midlands is the choice of many, we haven’t bought from them yet
and we’ve been told a visit is worthwhile as the hellebores are to die for, and a good list of
named snowdrops. I’m trying to stop Coral looking at the double hellebores and hepaticas,
but I think I shall lose.
Don and Sally Smith tell me the Plant Heritage sale in May is one of the best, usually just
after our show in normal times, whatever they are. Don rates Creake Plant Centre, mostly
hardy perennials but lots of nice hellebores and Trevor Harrison, the owner, is always happy
to help with advice. They buy here, there and everywhere and Don says if they see a plant
they like, Sally will always buy it. Both love propagating from seed and cuttings ready to
give to friends or sell to boost group funds.
Ice Alpines in London was another mail order firm we’ve tried, good plants, good prices and
very low P+P. We went to them as they had a purple iberis at the time, they do have a very
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limited range however and are sometimes out of stock of some items for ages but they are
always well grown.
Most of the alpines Peter Lyle buys are from shows ie. Aberconwy, Pottertons etc, rather
than mail order, preferring local nurseries like Monksilver, West Acre, Beeches and The
Plantsman's Preference as he likes to see what he is buying. Although he did give an order
to D’Arcy and Everest to help them at the start of the first lockdown to dispose of their
Chelsea stock, no longer needed. He also mentioned Edrom from Scotland that will take
plants to shows but their P+P charges are reasonable, with a max of £8.50 for UK orders,
they were at Harlow in 2019. That’s the thing with all nurseries, they will take your order
to a show to save you P+P provided you give them enough notice.
These days we’re really spoilt for choice, even if they don’t do mail order most put
colourful lists online to whet our appetites. Beth Chatto, Great Dixter, the RHS gardens and
lot’s more I haven’t touched on, are favourite among members.
Jim Almond, speaking at a recent Mid Anglia and Beds AGS zoom meeting was asked what
his preferred nursery was. His diplomatic reply was there are so many good ones he
couldn’t choose but the best was your own, grow from seed or cuttings, that way the plants
you show are all your own work. If they are seed grown, that’s another class to enter and
you don’t have to worry about the 6 month ownership rule.
I know most or all of us like to grow from seed or cuttings but it’s nice to visit nurseries to
maybe find that choice plant we’ve been looking for, hopefully, it won’t be long now.
Picture: Coral Mitchell

